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 Today’s lessons provide us with two unique and intriguing stories.  From the Second Book of 

Kings we heard the healing story of Naaman, the commander of the army of Aram (which is ancient 

Syria).  I love the story because while miraculous, it is so full of things that ring true: human pride; 

governmental fears; and the real importance of what might otherwise seem to be insignificant people. 

 Naaman is a most successful commander of a foreign army that was in constant conflict with 

Israel.  He is a man of power, but he is also afflicted with a skin condition, that, if he were a Jew, 

would make him ritually unclean and denied access to God through the Jewish temple.  The Book of 

Leviticus devotes two chapters (13 &14) to this disease that is translated here as ‘leprosy.’ 

 As the story evolves, one can’t help but note the contrast between conventional and 

unconventional power.  The great men in the story turn out to be fools, and it is only because of the 

lowly servants that the commander is finally healed. First, an almost powerless slave girl initially sets 

Naaman on a course to recovery.  A captive from a previous raid on Israel, this child tells her mistress 

that there is a prophet in Israel who could cure the disease. The information travels from mistress to 

commander and finally to the King of Aram.  The king sends a letter and numerous diplomatic gifts 

to the king of Israel, requesting that the king heal his commander.  But notice, the lowly prophet has 

already been forgotten. 

 This is where the story rings so true to me.  The king of Israel is horrified, knowing that he is 

powerless to cure the sick, and assuming that this is merely a trick, a provocation to war. Fortunately, 

the prophet becomes aware of the request and finally Naaman rides on his horse and chariot to the 

home of Elisha.   But all the prophet does is to simply instruct his servants to go out and tell Naaman 

to bathe three times in the Jordan River.   Well, the commander is outraged.  Shouldn’t the prophet 

have come out to him, his obvious superior?  Naaman is furious, and after declaring that the rivers in 

his country are just as good as those in Israel, he rides off in a huff. 

 But the day is saved when the otherwise powerless characters, Naaman’s servants, convince 

him to do such a simple thing as wash in the Jordan River.  So from beginning to end, this is a story of 

those whom the world might consider powerless, being instrumental in achieving God’s will. 
 

 The other story is one of the seventy followers sent by Jesus ahead of him into the Gentiles 

towns he would visit on his way to Jerusalem and Holy Week.  This story, related only by Luke, is 

full of urgency.  Last Sunday’s gospel made it clear that Jesus was taking the shortest route to the 

capitol, and that would travel through hostile, Gentile land.  But Jesus was never deterred by notions 

of competing nationalities or theological differences.  His mission, and consequently the mission of 

those who follow him, is to declare by word and action that the reign of God can come near to 

anyone. 

 Previously Jesus has sent out his inner circle, the twelve disciples, on a similar mission in 

Israel,  and this time he sends out perhaps all of those who have followed him.  This ministry is not 

just for the ordained, but for every member of the congregation. But the mission is the same, 

proclaiming God’s peace by confronting the demons that affect people’s lives.  Luke relates that Jesus 

says to these seventy, “See, I am sending you out like lambs into the midst of wolves.”  They will probably 

experience hostility and rejection. And they are told to carry no provisions: “no purse, no bag, no 
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sandals.” In other words, they are told to go with no assurance that lodging or welcome will be 

forthcoming.  And yet we hear no one ask if such a request is reasonable. 

 Where are the logistics for such a program?  Where is the church credit card to cover expenses 

for this missionary journey?  I didn’t hear anything about travel vouchers or mileage reimbursement.  

No honorarium is included, nor is there mention of Commission on Ministry authorization. There is 

no 800 number with which to communicate with the bishop’s office.  This venture, in fact, sounds 

hopelessly naïve.  There is no formal training, nor even a basic outline of the evangelical message that 

should be delivered.  How will they know what to say or do?  Clearly this passage has no relevance 

to you or to me.  Or does it? 
 

 Jesus didn’t ask these people to be anything but themselves.  He didn’t say, “You have to go to 

seminary first,” before you can play a part in the ministry of his church.   Just be yourselves.  Let God 

happen to others through you.   God makes the converts, we don’t.  God provides the healing; we just 

have to show up.   For the Kingdom, the reign, the agenda of God comes from God, but it comes 

through human agents. 

 And the message is also simple: “God’s peace be with you.”  How frequently is that the only 

thing that most people need to hear and accept?  God’s peace is already there with you, if you would 

but see it.  When that is heard and believed, healing and deliverance will occur.  It can happen where 

you work; it can happen in your home in the midst of a family squabble.  For Christ is there with us, 

and we need only be that non-anxious presence that acknowledges God’s loving reality.   No fancy 

theological message, just “God’s peace be upon this place, upon this family, upon this job or this 

person.”  And then let God do the saving, the healing, the making new.    

The peace of God as it is described here is a real entity, something able to be given, received, 

accepted or rejected.   And since it is a gift from God, it’s not up to the person sharing it to be 

grudging about bestowing it.  It’s not up to us to judge whether or not to share God’s peace.  Like the 

message of God’s love, it is to be declared to all. 
 

 Jesus’ instructions, contrary to what we might think, are not totally naïve.  He tells people not 

to expect home cooking the way mother always used to do it.  Instead he says, receive what you are 

given.  The old Jewish dietary regulations no longer apply, for nothing outside of a person is going to 

separate you from God. And he also says, don’t expect universal success.  Jesus knows that they will 

not be 100% acceptance of the good news of God’s love for one and all. So he reminds us not to be 

anxious about that as well.  Clearly we are not meant to internalize anyone’s rejection of the gospel as 

our personal rejection.  If someone is not ready for God’s peace, don’t let it undermine your peace of 

mind; simply shake off the dust emotionally, if not literally. 
  

What would it mean if everyone here this morning were to hear this call to go outside of this 

building and spend the next six days confronting the demons that affect other people’s lives?   What 

would it mean to you to make your sole task for this week the sharing of the good news of God’s love 

by word and action?      And why would we do this?      I don’t see Jesus sending people out just to 

get more people in our pews.   No, he seems to be calling the un-ordained, the every day folk, the 

servants rather than the masters and the leaders, to be his presence in a world in need of peace, and 

healing, and good news. 
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 What really amazes me about his story is that these people actually went.   They had hardly 

just joined the church.  They hadn’t even been to a confirmation class.  The bishop hadn’t laid hands 

on them, and yet they accepted the notion that if they worked together in the company of another 

follower, they could be agents of God’s peace in a world that might be as hostile as wolves.  What 

they discovered when they actually did this was exactly what Jesus said, “Where two or three of you are 

present in my name, I will be in the midst of you.”  And when one shares Christ’s peace and presence, 

that peace does bring healing and creates wholeness and brings new life to all. 

 Was this venture to improve the lives of strangers naïve?  Perhaps.  Did it involve ordinary, 

relatively powerless people?   Yes.   But did it work?  Apparently so. 

  

Today is the third of July, and I would be remiss if I ignored the celebrations of Independence 

Day tomorrow. Part of the annual celebration of the fourth will be the fireworks off Manhattan Island 

that shower over the Statute of Liberty.  And for most of us, one can’t think about the Statute of 

Liberty without thinking of the countless strangers who passed by that monument as they 

immigrated to this land.  That mammoth symbol, standing on its pedestal 300 feet over New York 

Harbor, was the brain child of some French intellectuals and artisans who wanted to commemorate 

in 1876 the 100th anniversary of the Declaration of Independence.   It actually took much longer than 

they anticipated, and the statute wasn’t finally constructed and assembled until twenty years later 

When it was finally completed, the first celebration of that monument ironically had little to do 

with welcoming the strangers, which wasn’t universally accepted in the United States then or now.   

There was no mention of welcoming immigrants in any of the speeches given that day, and not 

reading of Emma Lazarus’ sonnet, including the lines: 

 “Give me your tired, your poor, 

your huddled masses yearning to breathe free, 

the wretched refuse of your teeming shore. 

Send these, the homeless, tempest-tost to me, 

I lift my lamp beside the golden door!” 

Her words were not read that day. In fact, they were only inscribed years later in the early 20th 

century after waves of immigrants had come beneath that lamp. 

The notion that you shall love the stranger, for you were once strangers, did not come easily to 

America, nor is it universally applauded today.  But for us, as Christians, hospitality to the stranger is 

fundamental, as is our obligation to hold our nation to its ideals and principles. 

The idea that the church should speak to the nation is not universally accepted either.  I recall 

years ago, our then Bishop Phil Smith, hardly a political activist, ruffled some feathers when he 

addressed a diocesan convention saying, “we are acutely aware that our concerns are, and never can 

be, just on ourselves as the Church.  The Church of our Lord Jesus Christ, like our Lord himself, lives 

and gives its life for others.  That is its reason for being, its call, vocation and mission.”  He concluded 

saying, “And there is so much to do in this world where we serve as the agents or co-workers with 

the Lord.”  
 

Jesus’ words to the seventy were “The harvest is plentiful, but the laborers are few.”   What he 

meant by that was that “there is urgent work to be done, get on with it.  Harvests can’t wait; they 

must be harvested quickly or they will die”  And likewise today, I believe that urgency is still there - 
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not because we need more people in our pews, but because each and every one of us is being called 

to the urgent work of confronting today’s demons in the lives of people around us. 

And so, perhaps, each of us might we hear ourselves addressed this morning with words 

attributed to St. Francis:  “Go, preach the gospel, and if necessary, use words.”  

Amen. 


